We discuss the existence and multiplicity of positive radial solutions and the nonradial bifurcation of Au + Q(u) = 0 in 0 and u = 0 on 1352, where Q is an annular domain of LQ", n 2 2. We prove that if f(u) > 0 for u 3 0 and lim,, ,f(u)/u = co, then there exists i* > 0 such that there are at least two positive radial solutions for each IE (0, A*), at least one for /I = A', and none for 1 z/I*.
1. INTRODUCTION In this paper we consider the existence and multiplicity of positive radially symmetric solutions and non-radial bifurcations (symmetry breaking) of the equation du+Af(u)=O in 52, (1.1)
If Sz is a bounded, smooth domain in UP, f(0) > 0, fis strictly increasing and strictly convex, then there exists A* > 0 such that for any A E (0, A*), (l.l), (1.2) has a minimum solution which can be obtained by a monotone iteration scheme (see, e.g., [ 13, 221) . In [S] , Crandall and Rabinowitz showed that if the growth off(u) as u + co is less than the Sobolev critical exponent then (1.1 ), (1.2) has at least two positive solutions. Recently, Suzuki and Nagasaki [25] obtained a similar result for positive radial solutions of (l.l), (1.2) without assuming the growth conditions of f(u) when 52 is an annulus. In this paper, we shall prove that the similar result holds if f(u) is superlinear at u = co, i.e., lim,, m (f(u)/u) = co, without assuming f(u) is convex and increasing.
If 52 is an annulus and f(O) = 0, f(u) > 0 for u > 0, and f(u)/u' +' is strictly increasing in u > 0 for some E > 0, Nehari [ 181 proved that there is a variational solution for (l.l), (1.2). In fact, he considered the equations y" + yF(y2, x) = 0, ( (1.6) a He showed that the minimizer of J over M is achieved which is positive and also satisfies (1.3), (1.4). We shall prove that if f satisfies the following conditions (H-l) j(O)=O,f(u)>O for u>O, lim,,,+ (j(u)/u)=l, (H-2) uf'(u)>f(u) for u>O, (H-3) z&u) 3 2( 1 + E) J&j(t) dt for u large and positive number E, then (l.I), (1.2) has a variational solution for any AE (0, A,), where I, is the least eigenvalue of Lapacian -A with Dirichlet boundary conditions on annulus Sz.
The existence of positive radial solutions of (l.l), (1.2) under the assumption lim, _ O+ (f(u)/u) = 0 has been studied by Bandle, Coffman, and Marcus [2], Garaizar [lo] , and Lin [15] . In [15] , it was proved that (1.1 ), (1.2) has a positive radial solution on any annulus provided that f satisfies the following conditions:
(H-l) ' lim,,O+ (f(u)/u)=O, (H-2)' lim,, o. (f(u)/u) = co.
Since the set of positive radially symmetric solutions of (l.l), (1.2) can be very complicated, it is difficult to study the non-radial bifurcation problem in such a situation. Therefore, we shall study the problem on the narrow annulus. In fact, if the aspect ratio B/A < (n -l)l'@'-*) for n > 3 and B/A < e for n = 2, uf'(u) > f(u) for u > 0, Ni and Nussbaum [20] proved that (l.l), (1.2) has at most one positive radially symmetric solution. For such a domain, iff(0) > 0 andf is strictly increasing and convex then we can show that there exists an unique non-minimum positive radial solution for any J. E (0, A*).
For such an annulus, we shall prove that the non-radial bifurcation occurs if the growth of f(u) is rapid enough as u + +co.
The problems of non-radial bifurcation from radial solutions on balls were studied by Dancer For simplicity, in this paper we only consider the problem of the form (1.1). With a slight modification of the arguments, we can also obtain similar results for an equation of the form Au + If(r, 24) = 0 in 52, (1.1)' when f(r, U) satisfies some appropriate conditions. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we study the existence of the second (non-minimum) positive radial solution for (l.l), (1.2) when f(0) > 0. In Section 3, we prove the existence of a variational solution for (l.l), (1.2) whenf (O)=O and lim,,,+ (f(u)/u)= 1. In Section 4, we study the non-radial bifurcation problems on a narrow annulus.
THE SECOND SOLUTION
In this section we shall study the existence of the second positive radial solution of (1.1 ), (1.2). Since we are interested in the radial solutions, we write (l.l), (1.2) as where A>0 and n>2. We assume that f satisfies the following conditions:
For n > 3, set s=r2-n and 4s) = u(r), then (2.1), (2.2) can be rewritten as
where p(s)=(n-2)-'spk, k=2+2/(n-2), s0=B2-", and s~=A'-". For n = 2, set s= -1ogr and 4s) = 4-h then equations (2.1), (2.2) can also be rewritten as (2.3), (2.4) with p(s) = e --zs, s,,= -log B, and S, = -log A.
Using the backward shooting, we consider the family of solutions of the initial value problem u"(S) + Ap(s)f(u(s)) = 0 for s<s, (2.5) 6) where b > 0 is the shooting parameter. For every b >O, problem (2.5), (2.6) has an unique solution u( .) E u( ., b, 2) with the maximal domain of existence (s"(b, A), sl). It is easy to check that (2.5), (2.6) is equivalent to the following integral equation In this section, we only discuss the case n 2 3; the case n = 2 can also be treated analogously. We first prove the following lemma. 
we have for some positive constants c1 = cl(n) and c2 = c2(n, s, The following lemma plays the key role in this section. (ii) If the result were false, then lim j. _ 0+ S:(A) = So > 0. Therefore, (2.3), (2.4) has no positive solution in (S,, s, ) for any il > 0, which contradicts the fact that (2.3), (2.4) has a minimum solution for A>0 and sufficiently small. The proof is complete. Now, we can prove our main result. THEOREM 2.5. Assume conditions (A-l ) and (A-2) are satisfied. Then there exists l* = iZ*(A, B) > 0 such that (2.1), (2.2) has at least two positive solutions for all 2 E (0, A*) and at least one for II = A* and none for II > II*.
Proof: By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, there exists a unique 1* > 0 such that $(A*) = sO. By Corollary 2.2, (2.1), (2.2) has at least two positive solutions for any I E (0, A*). It is clear that there exist at least one positive solution for il = A* and none for 1> 1*. The proof is complete.
We give some properties concerning the solution set of (2.1), (2.2) as follows. 
which is continuous in [sO,si] for any IE(O, A*). Set G(1)= Ilg( ., n)ll,. Let vi > 0 and cpi > 0 in (s,,, sl) be the least eigenvalue and an associated eigenfunction of qf'+vpcp=O in (so, sl),
If nG(n) < vi, then w = 0 in (s,,, si). Otherwise, by the Sturm comparison principle, cpi has a zero in (so, si), a contradiction. Hence, if u(1) #u(n), then G(I) 2 v,J-'. The proof is complete.
In the remaining part of the section, in addition to conditions (A-1) and (A-2), we also assume that f is strictly increasing and convex; i.e., f satisfies
Instead of using backward shooting, as in [20], we shall use forward shooting to study (2.3), (2.4); i.e., consider the family of solutions of the initial value problem Remark 2.13. If the annuli are wide enough, i.e., the aspect ratio B/A is large enough, then (2.1), (2.2) may have many solutions for certain 1 E (0, A*), e.g., f(u) = eU and 3 <n < 9, the details will appear elsewhere.
MINIMIZING

SOLUTIONS
In this section we shall prove that there exists a variational solution for (2.1), (2.2) provided that f satisfies the following conditions:
for u large and s>O, and A E (0, A,), where A1 is the least eigenvalue of --A with the Dirichlet boundary condition.
By the result of Crandall and Rabinowitz [7] , there is a family of positive radial solutions of (1.1 ), (1.2) which bifurcates from the trivial solution u E 0 at A= 1, ; however, we would like to have some more information about these solutions.
We first prove the following lemma. (3.5)
The variational problem referred to above is the problem of minimizing J* over M,. It can be shown that a variational solution must satisfy (2.3), (2.4) (see, e.g., [18, 191) . LEMMA 
Assume (H-l )-(H-3).
If u E D with u > 0 and u $0, and 1 E (0, A,), then there exists a t = t(u, 2) > 0 such that tu E M,. After these preparations, we can now prove the following theorem. But we have 1, < A, a contradiction. Therefore, tk is bounded. Note that we have proved lim infk --t o. Ii ub2 > 0, which implies u,, f 0. Since tk is bounded, we may assume it tends to a limit t, B 0. Since uk -P u,, uniformly on [a, 61, by (3.9), (3.10), there exists a w0 E C2( This proves w0 is a minimizer of J, over MA. It can be shown that any minimizer is also a solution of (2.3), (2.4) (see, e.g., [lS, 191.) . The proof is complete.
We have the following stability results for minimizing solutions of Ji, over M),. Then ,u( < 0 zf and only ~;f vI < 1.
Proof The lemma can be proved by using the mini-max principle of eigenvalues (see, e.g., [6] ); the detail is omitted.
Finally, we also have a unique positive radial solution of (l.l), (1.2) if the annuli are narrow. 
NON-RADIAL BIFURCATION
In this section we shall study the problem of non-radial bifurcation (symmetry breaking) from a certain family of positive radial solutions of (l.l), (1.2).
We first study the linearized eigenvalue problem of (l.l), (1.2) at the positive radial solution uA: where xk = k(k + n -2), k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . I= 1, 2, . . . . Note that ak is the eigenvalue of Laplacian -A on S"-', the unit sphere, and the dimension of the eigenspace Sk of associated eigenfunctions is 1, = (k +;-')( (n + 2k -2)/ (n+k-2)).
Let X=(x1, . . . . x, _, ); a function v defined on S"-' or Q is called O(n -1) invariant if u( E, x,) = v(X, x,) for all TE O(n -1). Then, for any positive integer k, the dimension of vk = {v E Sk 1 v is O(n -1) invariant} is one, for details see [24] .
Denoted by C, ( ) ' +? fi the set of continuously differentiable functions on d which vanish on 852 and whose first order derivatives are Holder continuous on fi with exponent y E (0, 1). C~+y(fi) is a Banach space under the usual norm jl.11 = 11.1) r,?.
Let ui. be a family of positive radial solutions of (Ll), (1.2) which is smooth in I E (n, It is clear that on(w) is a compact operator for each A > 0. We shall work (4.6) on the G(n--1) invariant subspace X= (w~C:+~(@:w is O(n-1) invariant }.
Assume conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. If & is not a bifurcation point, then there exists 6 > 0 (6 < E) such that there is no solution of (4.6) in X for 12 -& ( < 6 and /Ju -i.O II < 6 except Us. Here 6 can also be chosen small enough such that for all WE Ch+y(Q).
The following lemma indicates that there is a great possibility to have a non-radial bifurcation of (l.l), (1.2) when the growth of f(u) is rapid enough as u + co. Since uI. is a solution of (1.1 ), (1.2), we have (4.14)
Then, by (G), (4.12), (4.13) and (4.14) we have =(l+a,//i-/I)/ IVuJ2+M R for some constant M > 0 which is independent of A. Hence, Q(u~) < 0 if 2 is sufftciently small. The proof is complete. (ii) can be proved by using Proposition 3.6, Theorem 3.8, Lemma 4.3, and Theorem 4.1. The proof is complete.
